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ABSTRACT
Two empirical studiei Were conducted in Indiana to

ascertain the _types of Contritttions residents of small towns and
ruralAseas feel theirjommunity can perform for.the,ir subjective L_

contributions
are comparable among elderly and younger real and urban residents.
An "individual level terceived_community_functiOn" epproach_wasilged,_
in a questionnaire/survey in which respondents were asked to ratp,the
value cf certain community attributes. Ratings were then factor

tranalyzed-by principal component-varimax rotation procedures. Results .,.

indicated that hiith over.65-and under -6S groups
locked to their small towns and rural communities to provide 3
functions: personal relations (proximity cf friends ancirelatives)-,
maintenance (lobs, shopping facilities, medical services), and

r-t-unkiles).-.--
n larger communities, however, the groups differed as to Which
community attributes contributed_to the three functions named above.
Results cf the second study indicated that both over-60 and under-60..

--agle-groups-feuad-sati-sfaction-witb-saintenance-attributes-and
personal relations attributes. In neither group, however, was the '

personal development area uniquely predictive of community
satisfaction. The malor difference, between groups was 'that the
under-60 groups found satisfaction in the recreational facilities
attritutes but the over-60 groups did not. tiipl:;cations for future
research were deemed:many'and varied. (AN)
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ch-zfutictions-. -or t rpes_of contribution td one's-subjective we
eriti commixtity tiremi

notion? Are these functions comparable, among -var
ors pult 7= -_----
Answert to these questions are essential.for both practical and

- "theoretical reasons-1. Illt.istritively, such informationoould suggest how
local eetvice delivery -systems an be made more esponsive to zthe- unique

.

to be incorporated into `a particular vice delivery system and also
-Identify bases o-f public appport =_far i r resistance- to- a specific service

'cotnnurilty. Nora s nerall Gnawers- Von/ tribute" to
establishing more meaningful methods for_monitoring social nge in
American society. As notetr,by Rossi (1972), for one, develop tint of

--social rid ice tors --of -the-quality:42 f---1 ife-lound --,in...Anierican_comartunities
has encountered a. major obstacle. A viable system of social indicatore
must-incorporate community attributes 4irectly pertinent-to residents'

_wel_L-being. Yet atLpresent sniritegrafed theoretical-framework dis-
tinguishing between the more and the less relevant coaunr features Misr

Oa a =re theoretical level, answers -to theSe questions would facil-
understanding the role of local-services, facilities, and other

tyrbvte 8-1-12 a7ifliffat-tron wittlie-L-praSentcommunitr enviratimenr--(e71;--.-7
Goody, 1977; Rojeck, Clemenfte, and' Sumthirt, 1975) and in migration pre-'
erences (e.g., Ryan, Beaulieu, and.Blake, 1976; Fuguitt and Zuiches, 197;
Zu.ichea, 1972) Gliren the Absence ..of preVious conceptual ,analyses of the
contrihutione residants see atteibutes' of the residential community make
to their subjectivWwell-being, many investigation/ of these issues.
necessarily-have been somewhat atheoretical or ad hoc in 'nature.- 'Answers

-to- the above questions cthen-,-- would :identify particular -attributes-thst --
could be associated with community satiafaction or -migration preferences
and also suggest the bases- for those assOciationsr

This report examines the contributions which residents Of small towns
and rural areas see their residential _community can perform for their sub-.
jective well-being, and considers the-degree these contributions are com=

-paT-able-among--elcierly-snd-youriger_cesidentslin_averView_.
reticaltpproaches to Aublectivc well-being are reviewed- in terms of their
applicability tb this issue.' Then an "individual lev01 perceived comiunity
functions" approach is described. empiricil studies based on this
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various 'dOmains:4* aecitOis. of 1,tlifeexperilnee" and then to estimate the
elationship of conpenttient with these-domains, V overall subjective

:be or Sat is fiketiOn. with Jiarticular envitormsent_s. The items comprising
sia may -be --del iiileirEiTp /:-

_

nation:of major- domainothain- by Campbell, CariVerse, _and- gees (1976), or
empirically -by aniltivar clustering or fact -in- echniques, e.g.,
&circa-And-Wither (1976) rive ly th er encels --may- refer-to
critics 1 nee in i o e's if tha_rre seen by_
individuals as substantially enhancing or 1 cling' the ense.'of well-
being (Flanagan,,1978): 4cmitiar lin'es,'"ate -stressful life er4nts
auclh as'depression,,-marriage or-death of a spouse ehaLcein pottntially
imperil one 'aLlierital:llea Lt burst.firld gap_Aovitz
1965; tonstantine, Braun, and Included also are satisfaction.
with pgrticular conditions experience by the-individual-Which are specified
irr trans-situational terms such katitfactfoll With one's standard of

Medley,- -_1970. bail arn:17Wittle5r. ;1976h
satisfaction . performance in a role Oa as worker (e;g., Campbell,
Converaeand Rodgers , 1976), ,satisfaction with- the tenor of ene.'s relation -
ship with significant erthers such as Spouse or eta-Wren Andrews and
Withey;71976),- Oir-setittttion With other areas s-of ;concern in one s dally
life . (eantril . 1965).

lthough th nevqrkenc domains".approach has been very useful, in
other contexts, i. cadnot by itself clarify the issue of which fundtions
individuals see attributes of the local residential community can perfPra
for tfieir ssubjectrve well-being. The principal obstacle is the lack of
d irreet-I-e'orrespondenteA3etween.-attribtites-of-a-e01110Unity4nVirownevrit--and
fife domains as "specified in terms of "experiences." A clear example
is _that -Of interpersonal relationships.. An exPekienee domoinlosited-by
-investigators (evg-:-, Andrews a:rid Withey. 1974) pertains to the felt adequacy



of one's: at Onship itith_friend 'andIor familY -:-Sttictly spa
the tenoto one's telationshiPE:aifulfillint-git-unsaiisfactory is not an
attributd4OE:thc:communityenvieginmnepersebut:rathet:is a readtion_to
an:attribute-

i
Spatial proximity to'frionda/faMilyot frequengy of contact

-with alighalifitant otherxwoill&beattributise of the-extra-personal en-
viroemenr. i' oxLmity orcontict de :not necessarilyTindicate'thatthose
_telationships.will be close or satisfying'. Proximityand contact may,

--facilitate ttle.deveIopmentof Close-primary-tiet-Ae4'..;-Athanasiouand,
shioka, 1973;. Fertinger, Schachter Sack;_ 1950) and may be'espectally

important to maintain AoCiaLties Ian: She'-elderly , (e.g. , Nahemow :andTi:

wton, 1975), Yet freqUencyoU'informai:Contag:tswith friends and relatives

and more forma par C pationH n social clubs;:do-not inevitably preclude_-- -

1968). Interaction: with- cy close
--,tt _ -

cant others
.

relationships (e'g, . Lowenthal end7=.M ven, d unotispa between

life experience'imdenvironMntal 8 bute paradigms precludes any direct
. _

generalization frpm ta,thedgatter. A residential cdmehnity:
environment quaff environment bust be specified in terms of extra rather than

.,.

intro erWonalntrOetties:_j . -

A'aectiqd 80-distinctly:different:approach is that, of system or con-

__ munity_AeVel. (e,g.,Mercer, 1956;j_ersons,_1960; Warren, 1963)-
eingetically; in-Otder to remain viable as an organized system residential

communities, institutions, and other_ fotms of social organization must ensure
the perfotimance of certain functions. If a residential community is to-con-

nue toexist as an entity, the institutions, group0-and'-indiVidUk18:-com;--
posing. that community must provide o framework'of n and-tales of behavior

must ensure that particular aciiviries occur, and in er ways:behave so as

-to-provide-for-the -con'tinuity-of- e-- community.-- -ample is Wayter0s-,(1963

hypothesized 7socialization func n sore means must be developed to ensure
that children and other new res s internalize the dictates and norms of
the local Culture if that co system is to survive the demise of the
present generation of residen

There is a major difficulty ln directly applying this approach to iden:'
tifYing4he contriblitions toswPjeCtive well-being which residents anticip1ate
a community will. erfotm for them, Current theories employing this "communit
level-system'functions,1-paradigm dei-tiot7specIfy how ,the prerequisites for-a
viahle,chmmunitf system are rplated, to the needs' of individual residents.
The welfare ofindivtduals in#a community;system cannot be understood by
attending solely to the maintenance requirements of the community as a supra-
individual system (cf.; Metderr1956);--AS CerSon-noted-q1976Y,-to-Solve the'-

o
ancient problem of balancing thegood of. the individual and_the good of
society as a uto144 one should ,assess the patteetof interaction between in-
dividuals and lhe(environment. Beyond contidering individual. quality of

fe in communal terms, one must also 'define system or communal- quality of

life in individual terms.

Yet-hpother-current-apprqach-may-be:labeled-a-11-3pecif
attribute" perspective. In this model,the contribution or role of speCifid
services or facilitice,is estimnOd from the association between_ indices of

subjective w;l1beink and the of an attribute. -In the :



dy_par eularcommUriity attributes are selected and inapsures of
the -actual coedit ori of those attributes (e.g., Galle, Govev ands McPherson,

-1972; Zettne-r, 1977) or indices of individnalsw eactionjr4c vhe i;resant
Condition of those attributes -`(e g* -Campbell,' t al .--,---1976); are developed.
Next--; subjective well-being is g.fiuged` either_ in ol3-0ective terms such as
recidivism' among mental patients (Smith, -1977) homocidi rates .(BotrthT,and Welch,
1973), or her forms:of indivifu4s. pathology (e.g.., Galie, et al., 1972); _or

nay be,-gagged.by_subjective,teValuativeX indicators Quell: as hatapitiels (e.g.,
burn -and ilaplovitz, 1965) overall life 4satilfactton (e.g., Zeh r, 1977),

lyses_of_the cataattempt to -Ld ntif k)u ique contribution a siven
atlifactioa With one's! cornmunir enviro in toto Gtud 1977),

stir:ibute or _set of attribujiee drake to Nubluctive we4L-being.
-4

Although -this approach has been quire valuable in identifying Linkages
.between!:vario0 subjective states and facets of the exte5nal environment,
three complications preclude-4ta il4wect -fication.te the questiqp posed
here. The-first:I t4113 are procedural issue ihrlit"fender the bulk, orpast
studies uri7ig this arodel equivpcal When appli
while the thirdpreblem is inherent a the

availability of the attrib
Limited variation in an at

ortance of that attribu
e attributes truly fun

residents (e.g. provisioi

ute in the,

o the current questierti,
-itself. The first problem:

atitlit-T-14-7the-7cand-Uion-.3r
communities investigated.

ibute may -readily. leads to undecestimates cr
e. An obvioui paradox' is tat the importance of
mental tq, tht survival of a co ity add' its

'at least_some emergency med cal assistance.,
Anent- or q -means --of -pioviding income) -may readily' be-underestimated

de to rbstricted variability (cf. Strumpel, 1974).. If particular/attri-
butes are actually essential' to tar- maintenkinee.of a residentiat cemmUnity,

7_41 _sample of !2live" communities by definition Atatld_conia idol veal fe14-in
which these Abuses were .no existent or seriously makfunctioning,

----.--thewthet-h- n o an es a. a t ca para gin an attribute,
can be mIsspqified rIrrici the importance of.tha ibuti cart gasily.be

:
'-

ovecestiAated. This may occiur with objective defined attributes "then an
,Hintrinsica1.1y-urrimp-ortanthattribute is related (such as lry: a cariiion LI

7-- ti eriv exy s y s t e m ) _ t 6 an "intrinsicaly important'ittrAbute not specifically --.

included iii the anrrax.s is . Overestimates may. be espetially trpublesome
. when

the condition or availability of an attribute -is ifulixed .i.n. more Subjective
,._ _ terra_ suchi.as-by -me-sir:Lent satilafaction with that attr -ib igia. Is - -an -association

between satisfacttion with an'ilttribute and overall subjective wellbeing due
to the forme ,determining th4latter?' Or 4/ the a function eV

. the well knownhalo effect (cf. Guilford, 19%) occur ng when. the evaluation

.._ of caaes.lifeor _of the tor:Immunity as -a whole -colors --one'a reactions - -to see c
cific parts-of that trhole? These considerations suggest that any investigaVion
based- haly upon. the .actual vanibility in thet condition or availability of
specific attributes may potentially oisest,ate the functio or cantributiorIrtsc
'played by community attributes. What is needed is a measae hat is as fre
as possible from- the actual conditiona-of those local communities included in
the study. or, example, an analysis based upon individual-5 ' satisfaction
pith the current condition of loc ttributes would be les_a acceptab _-,.,..________
than an analysis assessing one's p erencas for having particular At ibutes
in any community in which one in

. '
ht live.

`A second complication in applying previous ions to the

j



questiosevertains to many, but certainly not to-all (e.g., 21Al2.
1975; 'Candy, 1977) past studies. Multiple regresiion or .6th statistical
techniques have been used to assess the uraque contribution o le attri- ,..

tea to welt-being.- Such analyses are difficult to interpret in "1 ht of--

the hypothesized. (e.g.', Clark, 1971; Warren, 1963) multifunctlonal and sub-
stitutple nature of community attributes. A single service or other attr
bute.may pliy-a variety of roles, may make more rtian a single contribution -

to residents,' welfare, tor exaMple, theschool system can provide for the
=socialization of the Young (Warren, Ip63), yet 'it may tyfically be seen by
the

r
public as basically job teaintag (Campbell and Fekerman, 1964).7--,

.

numerous attributes may be addressed Ix the_same underlying functiOn.or cCa-

tribution. 'Illustratively, movies ,-p ks, swimming pools, and other such
attribute -prov40A-ra.-cmation am' enter t a inmpc e- for -lot-al-re/ idents .- -Within

limit (Christensen and Ybesting, 978;, Tinsley, Barrett, and-Kass, 1977),
residents may perceive iluy of these as substitutable or: coRklementary
(e.g. , Christensen and ''besting, 1978;tMeyersohn, 1974 O'Leary, Field

,.

and

Schreuder, 1974).F -' _,
1

. 1

1,-
1. r

For ihese reasons, pm. would suggest that comTunitylfUnc_tlio:: .may' be
dr- nstratea-more-crearry tn'the-ovtirlapa among percept ons o

' - attributes-attri.uutes thanItn residents' unique, reictions.to a splcIfic service or
facility. Operationally,, t14 commonality among perceptions of various
attributes 'ettAmated by a factor or cluster analysis may-he a' MIA? easily.

- ' interpreted index of a perceived contribution to well;tTing than -are reactions
to a single attribute or to that aspect of a'sirigle attribute not shared with
-other-attributes-included La .a given analysis. _ ,At-heart, _this ;is _a special _

.case of the now traditional rationale -for the use,of composite indicators of-
social'Vell-being (e.g., Smith, 1973) and for the use of multiple item in

of individuals' attitude& (e.g., Nunnally, -1967). -. ..;

4

e-thtrdind-more-h-agre-ob del-d
consider perceived contributions,._ When the availability or condition of

, community attributes is measured objectiVely, there is no guarantee that
individuals' judgements will be coasis.tent with these states (e.g., d'Iribarne,

Even fr-auch Wow-rage IS demonstrated,- an-observed'asadciation
between the acailablity/condition of an attribute and one's subjective well-
being dOes' Wilt indicate which of mahy'possible functions residents see that

ttribute to, play. °ugh indices of resiptde?t saris faotion or other, more

subjactiVe measures quality /quantity of an attribute may avoid the

fornet difficult they do not necessarily avoid the latter.

rth approach worthy oft note is the "social ecological" pdradigm
develep,d by Moos and associates (Insel and Moos, 1974' a and b; 'Moos, 1973,

1974; MQ0S and Insel, 197,4)a (Correctional institutians,'.univerieties,

hospital wards' and other human environments vary on particular psychosocial
dimensions representing the tenor of the person-milieu interactions within
*those environment's. A series of .these "social climate" dimensions -have'

beeupostutated. For example, "peer cohesion" referA to the degree, to
hiCh-individuals-perceiVe-that-theic-interpersonfiLtelitiona_encourage

*them to provide mutual assistance. "Clarity" is Elle ektqnt- to which the

rules and polici'es governing that environment are made explicit. The degree



ith_ ndividuals_perceivi thaE a particular climate characterizes their
environdentris associateCiwith the level of experienced b- those

individuals =(csaf.,,Ipleel and Mks, 1974 a)". For.exaniple; caffrei
nedittine7-iind'Irappite'monks anti found-a--Be

preval -ce o coronary heart disease thope.edviromzenEs chaehcterized
c: _itiVfHwith a Sense of time urgency.

,

This- approach- much to eommendit as a point of departurefor,in-._
vestigations of the functions that. individuals see their residential cam-
munity-can-wrform for their subjective well-being. It identifies a wide

range of salient features of a living environMint. its brocd acapd mey
thereby help -to avoid the `problem noted by_gioudy (197fr in his,revAew.of

contended. ' - -have

shown A- excessive concentration'upon the economic and physical attributes
and a!vortesponding underemphasis upon the more social attributds of a
community. Further, It'can be seen to occupy the middle ground between
the approaches labeeea here as "c0m5suniMlevel system functioneand.
Pexperifnce domains" in that it foes upon individuals' reactions to
those attributes ©.f anl'environment-L6portant to theiryellAning... In this

------Ver-itellisplaye-a-thrust-4tieh7Person4197644-f9r-onaysalsss-necaa:saxy---:-
`for "a workible theory of quality of life.. Theit-is, it-emphasizes-patterns
of interaction among people within.a,settihg, patterns which both mold
AndiViduals-es'individuals-and-utich st&m. from-their-activities.: In
,additioni..ve should note that'by coecentratingoildon cludters of features
that play a'common.roli; it 'implicitly can take (into account the bilti-

uudrional-and-substitutable-natute_of_envitonmentel-attributes.

.

On the other hand, previous studies using the social ecological model
.

cannot answer the quebtions_posed here. First, the presest questions4er-

tatn to the'way indiViduals conceptualize their: residential envi aliment:
With few exceptions, the dimensions emproyeTh-prev artuna

,

did not necessarily represent perceptual dimensions, 4:e., perlpectSvel
along whieh'individtials"cognitize their residential community environment.
With dome notable exceptions (e.g., Stirn, 1970),_analysea of dimensions_ ___
relevant to the Andividual's welfare in a given a Vizoninat-ryT3idirly-
have not vitrified by direct empirical test the d ensional4ty of inividua
perceptions of environmental attributes. It is_possible that distinctionA
airown by-the-the among-different dimensions'or subdimansinna did
pot correspold to the distinctions viivalized by- mealiers of that environment.

,._ ...._

each containing a j arger inve'st4gat
)
number of attributes, than

For example,'members ma* have perceived a smaller-number of dimensi

.

did the inv

0
Sefend, in the soefalemelogieal approicA the number and thve nature

of the subdimensiohs compdsin a higher order dimension vary,anmewhat from

one typeof environment to another, as dothe empificel reerentr (operational

definitions) of the-dimensio and subdidenstons'e ILlustratively, in dis-

cussing the. "support" dimen_ on' of ,social climate, Imel and Moos (1974:181-

182) notez,,

"For example, work environment
support elements. One element
accounts for the social and inA
develop among'worI2crs and Owl

sue two distinctly different
in called 'peer,,ohesior0, and
terptstInal'relicipships that
r tendency to stick 16gether and



he each other. The second element, called 'staff support,'
afcounta fer`the degree of frielidAhip and communication between
Management end gonmanagemgnt pertiognel and the-extent to which

encourage and helps nonmanagement personnel. These
_s idqnfify a distinction between= per support and

supervisor or staff support. In psychiatric and correctional
environments, peer support -tends to merge with staff support.
In fact, it 'is difficult to find programs where these two
support variables are not correlated positively. However, in
a work environment, nonmanagement personnel frequently spend
a great deal of time together, maintaining a separate factor
of cohesiveness

hut-fpw_:-Pict- Innm-(Ri ts1-nd-Ps110 f-i-197 Hoagland Brownstein,
1977; Moos 1976) the social ecological paradigm has not been applied to res-
idential c ommunity enyironments. Hence, the dimensions hypothesized -to de- ibe

.-other environments may not directly apply to residential communities. A sim ar
question .can be raised about the applicability of given dimensions to sub=
populations such as elderly residents of small communities. That a set of
envirqnmental attributes play a particular-role( for the general public does not

4,neeesaarlly-imply-that-they-play-a-aimilar-role- for---a-specific au lati

In conclusion, current conceits cannot satisfactorily "answer the ques-
-lions 'poled here.- The foregoing considerations indicate -that om- workable
approach would have Several features. It would specify the residential
,coanamity environment in terms of attributes external to the individual
rather-than ea-int ra-personal-characteris tics- or_Axperiences.Ilits:-attri-
butes would potentially be- interpretable as pertaining directly to the
well-being-bf residents qua individuals rather than solely to the 'oell-
being" of the community as a supra-individual entity. It must be addresied
to.the, individuals' perceptions of attributes and specify- the dimensionality

shduld be. based as little as possible orP the actual availability/conditions
or the.actual organization of local attributes. Finally, for simplicity
of interpretat-ion, a workable approach could consider clusters of attributes.

rathg than tht -operation-or s ingie ;at

An "Individual Leve ceived Community -Funct n -Approach

An "Individual level perceived. community function" (more simply, a
ceived function' ") is a type of contribution to subjective well-being.
which members of a residential community look to particular coillmunity

attributes. A "function',' would be a set of dine or more interrelated needs

(reinforcementsY that are met.(provided) through usage of particular attri-
butes or simply` through the presence of those attributes in the community.
A "perceived function,". in turn, would be the apticipution by residents
that 1 particular configuration of needs/reinforcements would be addressed -

by a set of one or more attributes of the conznunity environment.

Community functions should be identifiable arm residents peeferences
or demands to have particular properties available to them in a



residential-community. More specifically; the potential multifunctional
and substitutable nature of a function suggests that- a function should
be more interpretable when seen in the covariance among attribute_- preferences
than in the preference for a singie"attribute. For example, it may be dif------
ficult to interpret residents'. beliefs that having indoor entertainment
facilities available is'important to their, welfare. Does suCh a preference
indicate the existence of a recreation function? Or is it a form of desire.
for a healthy economic base, comparable in part to the=production/d4stribution_
censumption,function of-Warren (1963)? The valueresidents ascribe to indoor
entertainment facilities'atight-'be more readily understood if it were known

that such a preference correlated highly with the valuesJndividuals see in
having access to parks and Ober outdoor, recreatibnal facilities or in the

apalytic terms among these attribute preferences might well be p clearer
index of_a perceived recreation function than is the preference for any
one of these attributes.

Which perceived functions characterize the orientations.of small town
and rural residents( to their co nities? Based on the social ecological

Approach-ef7Madt-StidAin-Ifi7app ItatiOnr-ta-realdent-lartaMMUnitlits-bytBtAker--
-Weigl, and Perloff (1975), four such functions could be hypothesized. The

first dimensiono""prrsonal/relationship:' pertains to attributes indi6ative
of the potential for resident* to provide affective support for each other,'
An illustrative attribute would be proximity to close personal friends. A
second perceived_ function would be "Maintenance and chadge." Here would

----be-the-attributeS-sueh-as-employment-apportunities-and-the-vresencofof-----
shopping facilities providing for the long term survival of the community-,
and of its constituent members.

The third perceived function, :'personal development," is analogous to
that conceived by Moos andZ(5111E7-1f-fTers to daT175172ai-le.g.,

-adult education classes) which provide oppor.tbnities for-personat groWth
and self-realization. The final dimension nay be labeled "recreation,"
in that it includes attributes which permit a person to experience variety,
to experience stimulation or relaxation, or in other ways provide for the
entertainment of residents. -The distinctionvbetween the personal develop-
ment and recreation functions may be A bit fine, in that particular com-
munityattributes-such-as-the,presence-of museums or the-availability of
craft clubs may be relevAnt to both functions. A given leisure activity
can be a source of self-worth or self-respect, a locus for social partic-
ipation (i.e., a place to make friends), a source of status or prestige,
an entry to new-experiences,:a way to peas timeYetc. (Havighursti 1972 a;
Meyetsohn, 1972). On the other hand, the distinction between the two may
be meaningful. Not only may individuals distinguish between the twp in
the roles they see community attributes to play, but also the twe,may
differ in the magnitude of their contributions to the adequacy of the
residential community environment. That is, individuals may see opportunities
or events providing eyitement, entertainment, relaxation, or similarex-
perientea_pertinpat_te_ralereetion-thmmunity_AttributeS asen_c_ftom:
creative elPf expression, enhancement of skills, or comparable experiences
pertinent to community attributes we term personal - "development -(e.g., Andrews

and Withey, 1976; Tinsley, Barrett, and Kass, 1977). If people differentiate

between the two realms of experience they"may possibly'distinguish also



between community att ibutes directly pertinent to those realms of experience
'Further, the implicatidro of the two may be different for tesidents' welfare.
mile= a wait- riumSer-of people -find; stimulation and-variety rewarcqng, while
many find relaxation attractiveop-a-reldtively small numbtr should tie. seeking

opportunities for self realization (a4., Maslow, 1962;-Mitchell:Logothetti-,.
and Kantor, 1971). Hence, in the general populace recreation attributes may
play a larger role than do personal development opportunities in determining
the adequacy of the community ealigfonment. In the final analysis, however
the distinction between-a-recreation and a personal development function is
an empirical4question yet to be answered by empirical research.-

st four perceived functions are anticipated to characterize the

y that in all communities four and= only four unique perceptual dimensions
composed ,-of exaett the sane community attributes will emerge in res4dents'
valdations: Rather, we would speculate that these four dimensions would
be general across communities. In a given community environment, subdimensions .
of the four may emerge, but We would anticipate that these subdimensions would
tend to cluster into the "basic" four functions outlined above. Further, the
specific-at tribut es -tmxpres'sina a function -_should vary-with the- experiences of-7- 1;

the residents within the+ comunkfties in question. For example, consider long

term residents of communities heavily dependent updn tourism for their economic
vitality. Will such people consider parks, movie theaters, and other rec-
reational facilities as relevant to a maintenance function rather than simply
to recreation per se? Consistent with the application of a social ecological
paradigm to other environments (e.g:,-Intliel and-Moos, 1974; MOOS and Brownstein, .

1977), then, we would expect teat these four "basic" dimensions would hold across
various residential community environments. The specific attributes composing
a given dimension-and the existence of any subdimensions within that-dimensionv

11,,weuar,_ma neltyne_of_communit to another:

While.a given set of perceived functions may lie seen as characteristic
of,the general resident population, there may be differences among subpopulAions
in -1,erceived---funct toms- -Mesa d fferenc.e._=y he. traceable to the_fact_thst:the,

strengths of the relevant needs/reinforcements may vary across subpopulatiohs. For

example, a younger person confronted with establishing a family and developing
a set of specific occupational skills, may identify 'a.dffferent set of com-
munity attribute function; than an older person who may be in the process of
adjusting to retirement and the departure of children from the home (Atchley,

1977038). Another source of subpopulation differences might be variations
in the extent to which grEups look to the local residential community to
meet these needs: For example, those more mobile. geographically or occupa-
tionally may look more to professional groupsor to other such sources rather
than simply to the immediate residential community for satisfa6tion of many
needs (e:g., Lawton and Nahemow, 1973; Rbdgers; 1977). Subpopulation dif-

ferences may be particularly.likely when aaubOopulation is isolated front

the general populace. When a subpopulation is integrated into the larger

social network of the community, the informalpres'sures toward conformity
arisinCeOliTrequent interact -on wit othe,401,66X-7frop the use ofa common

I.

information base may tend to counteract the-influencer-of those factors
generating idiosyncratic views of community attributes. the above con-

ceptualizatim' of perceived community function4 is based upon the general

social ecology paradigm. Although three of the four hypothesized functions
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are timi to the three dimensions considered by Moos and associates, the
------v --,

. present approach differs from previous applications of the paradigm in
several important ways. The principal .11fferences are that perceived
functions pertain specfically to the resident,141 community ebvironnient,
acre specified solely in t-- of extra-personal characteristics of that
environment, and are posit ag unique perceptual dimensions in the eyes
of members of that-environment. 1.

STUDY 1

The principal purpose of S.tudy I was to verify the existence of three
of the perceived functions described above in the orientations of the more
elderly (over 65 yeais of age) and the younger Gunder 65) residents of small
towns andrural areas. Administrative faictors precluded testing for a

separate personal development dimension. However, one additional attribu
opportunities for participation in public affairs, was included tO gee if
'generational differences would emerge in an attribute relevant to one's
rel0 in the larger community (cf. Flanagan, 1978). Secondarily, the study

intended to assess whether comparable functions would characterize th'e.
orientations of the two age groups living in more urban communities of 10,000
tn_50000 poplaation

As indicated by Blake, at al., (1975), the maintenance funztion shouldH
be identitiable.in resideut orientations toward medical services; employment
opportunities, the educational system, and access to stores and businesses.
The personal relationShip area would be reflected in. individuals' values
toward proximity to.one's friends and to relatives. Outdoor recreation
opportunities, indoor entertainment facilities, and social clubs or organi-
zations would be pertinent to the recreation function.

It was expected that the orientations of elderly residents 'would cor-
respond elolely to those of younger residents in small towns and rural areas.
Compared tb more urban areas, in snail towns and rural aread the elderly
are more thoroughly integrated into the formal organizations and informal
social networks of the larger community (cf. Lawton, 1977).' Although not
necessarily 'having more contact with one's own children and other relatives
( Bultena, 1969; Youmans, 1963), the elderly in small town and rural areas
may have more informal social interaction with friends and neighbors than
do the urban elderly (Bultena, 1969; Powers, Keith, and Goudy, 1975;, Schooler,
1970; Youman, 1963). The greater interaction in small communities is not
limited to interactions to age peers but.includes more cross generational
relationships (Langford, 1962). In larger ammunities such cross generational
ties may be hindered by age segregated housing patterr found there (Kennedy

and deJong, 19 ).

It was predicted, then, that in smaller towns and rural areas the.viewa
of the elderly Qould coincide with the views of the younger residents in
that both age groups would display the three perceived functions of mainte-,

nance, personal relations, and recreation. In larger communities, the. views

of the elderly would diverge from the three dimensional pattern found among
younger residents.



Respondents

.Method

sr%

A questionnaire was mailed td.a stratified random sample of 8,037
Indiana heads of households drawn from a comprehensive listing of auto-
mobile registrants. Elimination.of those whq were deceased or-who could
not be contactbd-by-mail reduced the sample to 7,558 eligible respondents.
Of these 71% (5,365) returnedthe questionnaire during one of the four
waves of the survey. Rejection for failure to provide usable responses
to all relevant ques,tions further reduced the sample` to 4,619. From these,
3,451 were chosen for study. The principal sample was those 65 years or
more .(n 284), and those under 65,1n, 1997) living in communities of
under 10,000 populatibn. A comparison sample include those over 65 (n 112)

and those under 65 (n 1,058). living in urban communities of 10,000 to
50,000 residents.

Measures

Respondents rated the value ofj0 community at ributesi.e., the
importance of having each-Attribute in the "city or town in or neat which
they would most like to live." Each attribute Was rated on a 4- point' scale

ranging from "undesirable" (1) to "essential" (4). The attributes were
a)4 nearness to relatives, b) entertainment facilities (e.g., theaters
c) educationalsystem-,. d) clubs and organizationstovjotn, e) medical care,
O'stores and businesses; g) nearness to present friends, h) outdoor rec-

reation, i) availability of employment, and j)' opportunity_ participation
in publfc affairs. Inatviduals,elso reported the population -size of their ,

present community (under 2,500; 2,500-10;000; 10,000-50,(400; 50,000-150,000;
,-150,000,500,000;_or-over_500,000),-their_ege,-and other-aveioeZonomiO___----:

characteristici.

Results

Ratings of attribute values were Converted to scdree of 1 to 4; higher
scores reflected greater judged desirability of an attribute. Separately
for each of the four subsamples, ratings were factor analyzed by, principal
component-varimax rothtion procedures (cf.'llarman, 1960). In each sub-
sample three orthogonal components were extracted with eigenvalues greater
than 4 00. Rotation to the varirnax criterion yielded the factor matrices
displayed in Tad les 1 and 2.

As shown in Table 1, the attribute values of those livi it small
communities reflectig the three dimensions identified Slake, Weigl,

and Perloff (1975).-1 The. anticipated maihtenance,.entertainment, and
personal relations dimensions were factors 1, 2, and 3, tespectively among
younger respondents, and factors 2, 1, and 3, respectively among older ,
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Table

Factor Loadings of the Two Age Croups in Small Communities: Study 1

Comunity

'Attributes.

Factor
1

Factor
2

Under 65
Factor

3 h

Community

X

Size

Factor
1

Over 65
Factor Factor

2 3 h

Relatives -.006 .038 .785 .618- 2.46 .074 .068 .831 .700 2.77

Entertainment .216 .672 .043 .501 2.53 .681 .263 .173 .563 2.40

Schools'
.577 .269 -.068 .410 3.58 .262 .634 -.073 .474 3.35

Organizations
.067 .730 .141 .557 2.28 .843 .089 .025 .719 2.43

Medical .784 .133 .022' .634 3.56 .079 .744 .150 .583 = 3.47

Stores .637 .180 .196 .477 2.98 .342 .580 .235 .509 3.09

Friends .104, .059 .778 0 2.71 -.013 .148 .804 .669 2.94

..121 565 -.022 -:334 2.96 041 .583 .127 .357 3.00-Participatibh-

.Outdoor Recreation .209 .639 .010 .452 2.86 .743 .190 -.086 .596 2.68

Employment .759 .106 .026 .587 3.40 .703 .021 .527 3.25

Eigenvalue 2.874 1.231 1.084 3.244 1.413 1.041

Iota' Variance 28.77 12.37 10.8% 32.47. 14.1% 10.4%



respondents. Comparison of the two age groups reveals that the two are ,

highly comparable in all respects but one, participation in public affairs.
Older individuals saw such opportunities as akin to attributes providing

----for-the-maintenarice-of-the-cerrnUraty-and-its-residents---while-younger-per---
sons saw, participation in the same light as the recreational opportunities
offered by the community.

Were younger and older residents comparable in more urban locales?
Table 2 c!arly indicates that the two were not. The three basic dimensions

of Blake"; et al., emerged among younger respondents.. Factor 1, correspondini
to the maintenance function, was composed of schools, medical facilities,
stores, and employment. Factor 2, reflecting the recre: realm, was
formed of enertainment'facilities, clubs- and organizations, and outdoor
recreation. .Factor 3 peiggined to nearness Co friends and to relatives and
Was the expected personal_ dimension. Participation in public
affairs was loaded somewhat on both the maintenance and the entertainment
dimensions.

An entirely different configuration appeared among those over 65.
Factor 1 was composed of schools, availability of employment,,entertainment
facilities, clubs and organizations, outdoor recreation, andopportunity
to participate in public affairs. Factor 2 was formed by medical care,
stores and businesses, and, to a lesser extent, entertainment facilities.

pertalted-to.nearness to7friendff-and to relatives; thi-s7appeafed

to be the same personal relations dimension found in the other three factor
analyses.

Discussion

Results were consistent with the hypotheses. In small towns and rural
m-residentevaluations-of.,-communityattributea-clustered_into the - - - --

maintenance, peisonal relations, and recreation dimensions. In

bothitage groups conceptually comparable three factor patterns emerged. In

larger communities a cleavage emerged between older and younger residents.
While the younger residents displayed the hypothesized three factor pattern,
older residents visualized the attributes from a different perspective. We

would hypothesize that the perceived functions found among the more elderly
reflect.their degree of integration into the larger community. Factor 1
seemed to represent services and facilities that may be important to the
majority of the population but are less directly useful to elderly residents
Rather, these attributes may be particularly pertinent to the world of the
working age majority. Hence, it might be labeled a "normative maintenance"
dimension. Lawton's (1977) review of numerous past studies suggest that
these are the areas in which frequency of usage typically decreases among
the elderly due'to various biological, social, and economic deprivations.
.That attributes composing factor 1 may be less personally relevant to the
elderly does not necessarily imply that the aged .view them as unimportant,
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Tob1

Factor Loadings cif the Two Age Groups in Urban Communities : Study 1

Community Sit

Community . Under 65
Factor Factor Factor

Attributes 1 2 3

Relatives .115 -.136 .765 .617 2.46

Entertainment .154 .735 .070 .568 2.69

Schools .714 .210 -.046 .556 3.58

Organizations .030 .773 -.054 .601 2.42

MWical .784 .194 .004 .652 3.62

StOres .378 .305 .302- .327 3

7riende --A38 160 J85- .644: 2

Earticipation .341 .378 .002 .259 2.9
---

Outdoor Recreation .260 .552 -.061 .376 2.92

Employment . i .720 .041 .155 =544 3.53

Eigenvalue

Total Variance 28.1% 12.8% 10.67

2.809 1.276 1.059

Over' 65

Factor Factor Factor
2 3

3.342 1.129 1.060

4% 12.2% 10.67

h

.256 -.056 .801 .710 2.83,

.592 .222 .055' .403 2.60

.550 .178 .134 .353 3.43

.571 .310 -.096 .431 2.53

.200 .814 .128 .720 3.571,

.206 .797 .052 .680 3.13

-;014 -222 .813- .711 95-

.670 .040 .216 .498 2.96

.724 .046 .072 .532 2.80

,748 .148 .059 .584 3.32



of insignificant. People can appreciate the importance of an attribute to
the commu'elty proper, even though it may provide little direct service to
the iddividual_peesenally. In fast; clubs and organizations item was loaded on
facto i 1, but was judged more ElPortant bythOae-OVer65thinbY these under
65 (414.05). Factor 2 contained attributes espectall necessary to the
survival of the often less physically robust and mobile elderly, and so
might be labeled a "personal maintenance" dimension. Studies of 1fre,quency

of service usage (cf. Lawton, 1977)' suggest the importance of having these
facilities - readily, available to the elderly in their immediate locale.

w.

In summary, Study .1 suppOrted the perceived community function hypotheses.
In small towns and 'rural areas; residents may look to the local community to,'

provide three functioni:' paiSonal relations, maintewce, and recreation.
Those over and those under 65 are comparable in this regard. In 'larger com-

.

munities,' the genetal populace still looks to the community environmedt to
provide these functi. ''moose over 65, however, - differ with younger resi-

-1 dents in thcle-coMnunities; The generally less 4.requent contact-of-the
agedf.with younger resideInts'in the informal social networks and formal or-
ganizatims ie,the'larger communities permitA them 'to view community attributes`

in a, different ht. In these larger communities it is possible that the aged

May differentia between "their facilitieb" (factor 1) and "our fatilities"

(factor 2).;,
an.,

between services and facilities important to the populace

n.thola_eleeeiqlly esleniial_tothe'ageA__theMselves. In,general,_ _

the pattern of results in larger commenities'indicates that-t specifie
attributes providing a,particular perceived funttiodmay vary w h -the size

(type) of community and with the specific subpopulation.in 4u on.

STUDY 2

In overview, Study 2 was initiated to answer four questions. First,
-would-the hypothesizecrloetth-perceived function emerge -as--a diTtinct-di---

mension when suitable_agrihutes weA'incleded in the analysis? Second,

would the essential comgerability of the two age groups in smaller com-
munities be eeplicated when a different group of respondents at a later
point in time were analyzed,? Third, were, the results of, Study 1 a "fluke"

of the methodology used,or would the basic perceived functions still.be .

present when different type of. rating scales and,different attributes were
included in theanalysis? Finally, are the four functions similarly- related

to adequacy of the currant community environment?

It was predicted that 0 ma n enaece dimension would include facilities
and services whose availability_ is critical to,the health and physical

support of residents no matter what their age. 'Stores, shopping facilities;

locally available hospital services would be pertinent here. A personal

relations function would include accessability of friends and other features

permitting the person to form close personal relationships with others. A
recreation dimension would be composed of both outdoor recreation and indoor



entertainment facilities, attributes. providing a wide range of opportunit
for. fun and relaletion. Finally, opportunities to learn new skills and
chances for' self improvement are attributes :practically defining the
pothesized personal development function. In light of the previously dis-
qusied non-comparability of personalpdevelopment functions and recreation
attributes, it was expected that the'se,attributes- wopld-cluster together
in a dimension distinct from. that composed of recreation facilities.

Next, At was predicted that thejOinger and older res idents would
converge in their astessmentefOf thdAt# of these community attributes:
The relative high.integrationof the elderly into the informal socialriet-
works and formal organizatiolis of,the.rarger community (Bultena,. 1969;.
Langford, 1962; Powers, et al.,'1.95; ScA6olet, 1970; Youmans, 1963) mould
encourage the old to agtee with t AyounCabcut the relevance of-the attri-
butes to the four functionrs.-

_Furtber._it.has long been- known (e.g, Campbell and Fiske...1959) that

atudy's results may be at least somewhat a reflection of the, specific
methods and measures used in that study. Were the distinctions among the
three functions obtained in Study 1 a spurious result of thd speific -rating
scale format and survey items used in that ,invesfigation?' To verify that 'these
distinctions among the functions were more than simply an artifaetual bias,
Study 2 attempted to replicate the results with'll-point bidirectional rating
scales rather than a 4-point unidirectional -scale- and'wittt different attribUte-
deptriptions. The final focus of the study-was to extend the analysis of th-
contributions of community attributes to residents' weli-beirig. That older
younger residents' are comparable in the functions they see community attribu es =to
play does not necessarily imply that these 'attributes are equally relevant .

to whether older rand younger rOsidents feel the 164ai community is currently
meeting their needs. Stmilarly, that residents visualize ate attribute as
making substantial contibutioe to. the adequIfy of one's community environ-

-=---n!ent-doee not mean rhat--rhi etfcceBLtul operation of that attribute will, be

associated with a more adequate community environment. Among otters 4
,

Campbell and Converse (1976Yhave documeAted the-frequent lack of corre-
spondence betweerrindividuals' verbalizations of the importance of an object
event to their wellbeing and statistical estimates of the association betwee__
the presence/cohditiOn oLithose items and measures of their well-being.

The four perceived functions shouldibe differentially relevant to res-
idents' subjective well-being. By definition, maintenance attributes are
essential to the physical survival of res dents. Hence, the adequacy of
the maintenance attributes should make a.unique contributi011 to the degrie
the present community environment is meeting residents' needs. Itojas
predicted-, then, that the judged adequacy of-maintenance attributes would
contribute to residents' satisfaction With the present community, even when
the contributions of the other three functions are,considered; Next, the
contribution of close personal tiesto both the viability of the residential
community aal community (Gaudy, 1977; Warren, 1970) and to the individual's
mental health and subjective well-being has been well documented (e.g.,
Bradburn and Caplovitz, 1965; Phillips, 1967). This is apparent among the
elderly as 4d11 as its the general populace (Larson, 1978; Lawton and Nahemow,
1973; Lowentilal and Havens, 19685. Although proximity to or contact with
significant others is not' necessarily indleatiVe of a pogitive tenor of

jaw
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, those interpersonal relarionships(e.K., Shanas nd Townsend, 1968),'the

former do 'provide the basis for the emergence of positive,.beneficial
--relationships_.(Atthanaaitan-andActskiak'a.19.7_1;_ges_t,inger,...et al., _1959;

Nahemow and Lawton, 1975). It Igo expected, then, that the jbdged ade
of the personal relations attributes would be associated with greate cow-

mynity satisfaction in both age groups. On the other hand, in both ge .

groups the adequacy of4thp personal development attributes should make a

minimal contfibuyion to the degteethe community is meeting the needs of

residents. A need hierarchy perspective, such as that of Maslow (1962) or
Mitchell, et'al., (1971), migta suggest, that the marority of the populate ,

s more oriented toward satisfactidb of lower order physiological, and social

needd than of a highea- order self-actUftlizailon Sincelonly a minority

oaf individuals would be acutely concetned with seJf-realization, thelimportance

accorded to a community's, personal deveicpment attributes' by most persona-weuld

be relativelylow. In the general pdpulace, them., the jbdged adequacy of per-
sonal devlopment attributes shoul4 be minimally predictive of satisfaction '

with the present cgmmunity. Further, that-suitelerecreational'actikities
can enhance one's quality of life is well known.(e4., Meye'rsohn, 1972). Yet,

in comparison to younger -indjaboduals, the old may' underutilize entertainment

'facilities (c: Lawton, 1977) and g'e less.appre'ciativet4 3f outdoor leisure
atpvities at'least those demanding physic4 exert -ion (e.g., Christenson

and 'oesting, 1973). It was hypothesized, then, that the judged'adequacy of
locai-recreation-attributes=would be more-pedtctitia_of_Community sariafActiorl -

among younger than among-older..individuals.

Respondents
. . .

Utilfty listings provided the sampling frame to reflect the heads of

-.househrilds-it-twerasSentially'rufal-tounties-ift-Indiana-.---In"neithet'County-.;,-----
kas there anlinelrporated place of more than 3,600 persons. Sepirately for

. each county, a stratified proportional sample of 465 amee was selected to

represqnt the first county, and.958 th other. Strat fication of each tounty

was based on township boundaries. Thorp. were 13 -town hips lineach counties,

and the propqrtioas drawn from each stratum to the t _Al county sample was

based on the proportion of housebo ds in each township to the total numter
of houlAholds for each county.. Al heads of hputeholds with liltedaphone
numbees,were contacted by phone', asked for their, cooperation, and mailed the

questionnaire. Two reminders were also sent, approximately two weeks apart,

to thi)se people who had not previously responded, Those notcontacted by

phone were sent the questionnaire with.a more extensive cover-letter asking
their cooperation.' The twO additiondl'mailings were also sent to,those who

ihad not responded previously. In all, 283 responded in the first and 594

the other county, yielding a total response rate of 60.9ti'And 61.0%, respeq.

Lively. The two samples were combInad in the analysis below. Elt8ination

of individuals who did not provide the necessary data reduced the sample to

752, 460 under add 292 over 60 years of age.

Meitsures

Respondents were 'instructed:
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"Think -lhoUt 'asst any community must have in it, or
very cl se by, ou,to be happy and content living
there. ow i is ft to have the following in or
e Wuritty;-so thae4no travel needed------

.. to
i' e'

Individuals'then-tated Ach.oltb attributes on in 11-point scale ranging
from".2on't want locally," throe don't care" ' k), ktiz-,"must have locally"
(11).,lbe ,attributes were; aX ear to frien ft b) _"much outdoor recreation
(14e Parks). " c) "high qu l ty public hospit d) 1".extensive indoor enter-
tairimielt, (likd movies)," e 'gbod stores and shopping fucilitics," f) "oppor...
tunitiervfor self-iimprovemeni (like hobby clubs, adultsellucat)bn),",g) "chances -

to deVerb? c(iSse,Idarm telitionsh.tps with others,i(h) "range of places for fun
and rela/cation," and i) "opf)ortudities locally to learn new skills and develop
one's taleAts." Next, respondents"rated,THeir satisfaction with each of these
atdributes "as they now exist in your own com6;lhity.d Ratings were made on a
7-point scale anchored at 1 ("very dissatisfied") ant 7."vdry satisfied").

. .

,

Further,-tesOndents.co eted a scale of six closed, mixed response "format
t

items, w h:det5ribed 'sati&faction with heir present community in.%
. .

..general. frically, in4 suals reported their age and other ocio-economic
characteristics..

Rosur* yi

As in Study I, ratings of attribute valdes were converted to scores of
1 t 11, -higher scores indicating greater judged Separately
feljr each, of the two age groups, ratings were factor analyted by'principal,
component-varimax rotationrrocedures (Harman, 1960). To test the hypothesized'
peeferenc 1o©ntiguratione,' a tour factor solution was specified a priori (see
Table 3).7

P

o,7

tIrtiour-pra Aitled. diMensiOns erge- 'Fe6tor I was composed of local
opp tunitids to:learn new skills and develop one's talents, and opportunities
,fo; self improvekent (1i4 hobby clubs, adult education). Range of places for
fun and relaxation, indoor entertainment, and outdoor recreation were loaded
principally on factor 3. As hypothesized, then, a'cleavage appeared between
*personal development and .recreation attributes i the orientations of small
community residents. Factor 2 representing Proximty to friends and to

. refaives: and factor 4, composed of stores - shopping facilities and public
hospitals,* were the anticipated personal relations' and maintegiance dimensions.

'urther, the paXtetns of factor loadings in ale.t two age samplei were
`strikingly comparable. Not only the overall configuration, but also the
magnitude 'of the.attxibute loadings and the proportion of variance explained
by a factor were highly consistent across Samples. This correspondence
supports the hypothesis that in small communities older and yolinger groups
visualize the roles played by the community attributes-in Similar manner.

Were the four functional areas as relevant to community satisfaction
P
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Table 3

Factor Loadings of TwOlge Groups In Sa11 Comunitisst Study 2'

4

Community I 65 and Over

f

Attributes --\.
Personal Personal Re,cre-

Develop- Relations ation

went 1,

,

laces Forn

Indoor En ertainment

Clitdoor Rectptionl

-
Stores and,Shopptng

ublic.HOspitala

I.

.499

f

i081

.:184

%

.024

4

Close lelationshlpi

Neat To Friends

Learn liew Skills

Self Improvement

.378

.s.227

.806

,- .768

ligenvalue

Ta1 Variance .

2.555

28.41

tinder 65
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among the older as among the younger individuals? To answer this question,
five composite -scbres were. comiuted: Fiw,-responses to each of the six

'items of the community satisfaction scale were converted to standard (Z)
scores and summed to form an overall community satisfaction score for each
respondent4L The higher the, score the Tess was the degree of satisfaction
expressed. Next, a "function satisfaction" score was-computed foe each of
the_four attribute functions. The satisfaction ratings of those attributes
forming a factor injable 3 were averaged for each respondent. For example,
one's personal relations satisfaction score was the mean of that,person's
ratings of proximity to friends and chances to form close relationships on
the 7-point attribute satisfaction scales. Each ietpondent,_then, received
four function satisfaction scores. Higher scares indicated greatersatis-
faction with the relevant attributes.

lk(

Separately for'the older and the younger samples,.the overall community..
satisfaCtion scores formed the dependent variable and the four function
satisfaction scores the independent variables in an additive multiple linear
regression analysis._ The regressions were significant in both the older
(F 11.128,_21C..001, df 4/287) and the younger .samples (F 33.273, .E.< .001,
df 4/455).21 Table 4 presents-the degree to which satisfaction with the
attribteswas associated with overall comAunity satisfaction within'each
grouv-21 ersonaltaisitildhs,.reereation, and maintenance made separate con-
tributions to the community satisfaction of younger respondents. With older

persons, however,. community satisfiction was associated with only the main-
,tenance and personal relations attributes.

Results, then, were consistent with hypotheses. In both age groups
satisfaction with maintenance attributes was uniquely -Oredittive o_f_communiry
satisfaction. By definition, such attributes are essential to residents phys-
ical welfare. The adequacyof the personal relations stibutes was also --
predictive of.community satisfactann, consistent with the assumed importance
of interpersonal affective ties to mental health and subjective quality of
life. In neither group was the personal development arena uniquely predictive
of community.satislaction. As implied by current need hierarchy perspectives,
community attributes-diree,tly pertinent to self-realizattin would be less,
relevant to residents in general than would attributes keyed to "lower order"
phySiological andaocial needs.

4

The major difference between the two age groups was in the role of
recreational attributes. Satisfaction with recreational facilities web re-
dictive of overall community satisfaction among those under 60, but not
among those over 60 years of age. This result implies that when considering
the quality of life offered by the community environment the recreational
attributes are given higher priority by the'young than by the old. Such
an interpretation is consistent with the literature suggesting that elderly
individuals typically use Weak entertainment facilities substantially less
than other community facilities, and that the elderly may use outdoor recre-
ational facilities, at least those requiring extensive physical exertion,

4
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Table 4

Community-Satisfa::ion as a Function of Dimension

Satisfaction Within Each Age Group: Study 2

I-

D mensioA
.

x

65 and thief Under 65

B r

4.01 -.133 -.301 3.88 -.059 -.363Personal Development

Personal Relations 5.32 --.135* -:275 5.21 -.296** -.401

Recreation
fa

4.05 -.043 -.211 3.7.2 -.131** -.289

Maintenance 3.93 -.17%** -.277 3.46 .166** -.290

R .367** .476**

* p <.05
** p <,01



less freqeently than do the Younger.

One-point-should-Ve-notedAm-pabsing.--4he-preseno-results-do-not
necessarily demonstrate that recreation opportunities in general were
more important to youn& than to older individuals. Although the results
are not incompatible with such a conelusion,.the data pertain strictly to
facilities- and services in the community environment. Hence, the relatively
low-importance accorded recreation attributes by, the older respondents may
reflect the fact that poor health, lack of transPortatior71, financial dif-
ficulties and similar constraints that often bedevil the elderly (cf. Larson,
1978) may lead many to seek opportunities for relaxation and enjoyment from
sources other than -facilities like parks and movie'theaters apecifically
deve.loped for those purposes.

Conclusions and Implications

This pattern of results has several theoretical and practical impli-
cations Most generally, results support the potential value of an,"indi-
vidual level perceived community function" approach tafunderstand!pg the
role of community attributes in residsntA1 subjective werl,being.' Support
was found for the*ikistenceof four perceptual dimensions in the orieritations
toward-artribUtisof the resitreatiTal7c-othratitfity dis-praye-d-by7110Us-eb01-d-heads

living in small towns and rural areas. The dimensions did not appear to be
a quirk of the methodology, for at least three of the dimensions were repli-
cated even when the respondent sample, point in time; specific community
attributes, and scaling format were varied.. Further, the dimensions were
differentially related to community satisfaction. The judged adequacy of
attributes composing the personal relations and the maintenance dimensions
were each.positively related to community satisfaction. Discontent with
recreation attributes was predictive of_community satisfaction for residents
under 60 but not for individuals over 60. As expect contentment with the
current condition of personal development attributes unrelated to com-
munity satisfaction when residents' satisfaction with the other three function
areas was controlled.

Further, the present results suggest how the "specific attribute approach"
to understanding subjective well-being could be extended. The perceived func-.
tion framework would be heWristic in suggesting which community attributes
could:be relevant to community satisfaction/subjective quality of life, how
many attributes are necessary to cover the rangeT0of possible determinents,
and w specific attributes are relevant to subjective well-being. This

grafting of the perceived function approach to the specific attribute paradigm
might enhance the explanatory power of the latter in accounting for community
satisfaction/subjective well -beit. It would not necessarily, however, in-
crease the ability of the latter perspective to identify perceived functions
of community attributes.

Results also have implications for theories of aging. The empirical
data and the theoretical perspective suggest that these perceived functions
could serve- as criteria against which the elderly (on, for that matter;-
individuals in general) evaluate the adequacy of a giveri residential environ-
ment. If the quality of life experienced by individuals is a resultant of



such a< comparative process (e.g., Campbell, Conver
then these dimensions may serve as points of_depar
a specific residential environmeqt can be improved
with the unique needs of the elderly.

e,-and Rodgers, 1976),
ure in identifying-how-
to make7lt :more compatible

Services, programs, facilities, and other attribufes of that_particular
environment should be 'evaluated not only in respect to hbweffectively they

'mut formine-RmAinPenitece-funerloni-bmt-also4ow-adequately-they-are--_-__ ---
playing the other roles too. Along these lines; that an environment provides
ample opagrtunities for close Rersonal relationships or for recreatiOn does
,not necessarily meta that personal development opportunitiep will be available..
Illustratively, both younger and older respondents in the presenVinvestigation
drew a. distinctionbetween gersonal development and recreation attributes, as
well-as differentiating between these and personal relations opportunities.

Finally, the current approach.would suggest a methodology for designing

___local_services_and programa for theelderly of a specific community. Suppose

that a particular service or facility is seen by the elderly as part of

functions A and B but irrelevant to functions. C and D. Wilt contemplate.cd

changes in a service delivery systemensure the continued provision of func-
tions A and B? Could it'be-modified to also provide for functions C and Df
A more realistic situation might be one in which a technically,superior
service isintrOduced, but suffers underutilization by the target clientele.
Identifying the associations the elderly see-between the service and communfty

d in- be pLiu
for this resistance or indicates how utilization can be improved. Is

ce seen as relevant to none of the functions? Is it seen at relevant

to ion, but that function is of loW-priority? Is the service seen by

the tar -_et clientele to play a role different CE-Erehi-EUfiCtions-ihtendei-by
the service providers? These questions could be addressed within a particular
community by'analyzing how a specific service (e.g., a given nutritional pro-
raat-for-the -aged) a denier- citiaan center)_ia-related-to
attributes composing eaciof the perceived functions. Multidimensional
scaling or factor/cluster analyses of public prefe'rences toward relevant
community attributes as identified in opinion surveys_of local residents may
be useful in this'regard. Such-studies may indicate Ways to modify-local -

services/facilities so as both to better meet the unique needs of the tar ei
clientele and also to more effectively secure the "su port of the,general
yublic.



parable results appeared in separate analyses olcommunities_of
er'2-,500 and areas-of 2,500-10,000 populatioh. Hence, analyses-wete

to being the kind of place you would ,like it to be?". Response alternatives.
were: ,gWMF,eliese," "alose," "pretty far," and "very far," Another item
was, "Row would-you compare living in this community as it is now with,living
in most other pli'ces in the co6htry?".Altertative responses were "there
is much better," "there As bitter," "about the same," "here is better,"
"here is much better."

2.For this reason, the eigenvalue of .962 obtained in the under 65
_earage_waseefepted. although it was slightly below the_commonly_aecepte0
1.00 cut off.

4/The Scale appeared_tO.be_Mean ful. ..6t_theasme:time_aa_the_present____
study, an independent mail survey was conducted on a-random sample'of 382
individual-heads of-households in the same 26 townships. In that survey,
the six item scale displayed substantial reliability, Cronbachis alpha of
.77. Further, it rrelated .66 .01) with a separate four item scale o

attenuation due to unreliability in both scales, the estimated correlation
increased to .749. In the present,survey, it again demonstrated substantial
reliability; Cronbach's alpha .80 in the entire sample.. Furtherr it again
.corralifiriliiifficantlitn'tfiiiWiiiifi7laii7ItetrudZile:of the desire for
change in the present dommunity. The correlations were .450 (2. .01, df
458) among the younger sample and Ass (II, .01; df sa 290) among,the older

enta.-

S'TheThe appropriateness of the linearity assumption was supported by
four bivariate trend analysds (Cf. Winer, 1971). Not a single non-linear

_ . . _ . _

trend obtained significance when possible linear associations were controlled.

'/As was required to test the hypotheses, this analysis was designed to

ass the rilationship betWien attribute-satisfaction and overall community'
satisfaction within given age groups. The format cannot, nor was it intended

indicate the.degree to Which the association of attribute and overall
ciommunit satisfaction deended u on ea s of aye e._ Clearly, a ass ed
in the hypotheses, the magnitude of the association found in.a given age group
can depend Upon income, health, access to services and other characteristics
correlated with age.
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